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 Who are we? 

 Our approach to «big data» and what  

have we learned so far? 
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–  Norway's third largest news media group 
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 No.1-position in our area 

 31 media houses 

 1,4 million weekly web users  

 0,7 million weekly mobile 

users 

 740.000 daily newspaper 

readers 

 Leading print company 

 Strong financial results 

 1,8 billion NOK (~ €223 M) in 

revenue 

 186 million NOK in digital 

revenue (+15% CAGR) 

 194 million NOK (~ €24 M) 

EBITDA 

Tromsø 

Harstad 

Trondheim 

Brønnøysund 

Bodø 

Alta 

Steinkjer 

Ålesund 

Molde 

Finnsnes 

Kirkenes 

The leading media and print group in northern parts 

of Norway 



 Who are we? 

 Our approach to «big data» and what  

have we learned so far? 
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Our competitive landscape has changed dramatically over the past few years. 

Strong competitions for our user’s attention 
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Companies that master big data are earning a lot of money in «our» markets 
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 Knows everything about everybody 

 Higher revenue than the combined US News 

Media industry 

 ~1,5 bn NOK (~€190 M) ad revenue in 

Norway 2013 

 3 million Norwegian user profiles 

 67% daily reach in Norway 

 Expected ad revenues of ~1 bn NOK 

(~€125 M) in 2014 

Media houses need to master big data to maintain their strong market 

positions – but how? 



BUILD A FOUNDATION BEFORE ATTEMPTING A 

“BIG DATA BIG BANG” 

Our approach: 
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Policies 
Creating awareness and policies for data 

handling and transparency 
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We used a systematic approach to build knowledge and understanding before 

focusing on application 

3 steps: 

Created a common understanding of our 
data and who we allow access to our user 

information  

Information about our data policy and user privacy 
published on  www.polarismedia.no/datapolicy  

Common data policy for all media houses, 

covering data collection, access and use 

http://www.polarismedia.no/datapolicy
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Policies 
Creating awareness and policies for data 

handling and transparency 

Insights 
Understand our user’s behavior and what 

inventory we are selling in real time 

1 

2 

We used a systematic approach to build knowledge and understanding before 

focusing on application 

3 steps: 

Has greatly increased the digital awareness 

and digital competence in our media houses 

Made common real-time analytics tools 

available for all media houses 
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Policies 
Creating awareness and policies for data 

handling and transparency 

Insights 
Understand our user’s behavior and what 

inventory we are selling in real time 

Application 
Apply insights and technology to 

strengthen our products 

1 

2 
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Holistic approach: “Big data” will affect all parts 

of our business 

Editorial 

 

 

Subscription 

 

 

Advertising 

Insights, 

analysis, 

application 

We used a systematic approach to build knowledge and understanding before 

focusing on application 

3 steps: 

Test, acquire knowledge, and implement 
solutions that give good results 



DON’T MAKE BIG DATA A TECHNOLOGY-ISSUE –  

FOCUS ON WHAT YOU WANT TO ACHIEVE AND 

START TESTING 

 

Our approach: 
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Keep communication simple: Our focus is to improve our knowledge of our 

users, and apply the knowledge to 1) improve user experiences, 2) create better 

ad-products and 3) convert more users to subscribers 
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Users generate data when 

they use our websites 

Technology collects, analyzes and 

makes data actionable 

We use data to:   

1. Create more relevant user 

experiences 

Demographics: 
• Male 

• 31 years 

• Lives in Trondheim 

• Married 

• 2 dogs 

User interests and 

preferences: 
• Interested in football, 

cars and technology 

• Heavy user of local 

news 

Context: 
• Primarily mobile traffic 

• Lots of traffic during work 

hours 

• In Helsinki at the moment 

• Cloudy weather 



Keep communication simple: Our focus is to improve our knowledge of our 

users, and apply the knowledge to 1) improve user experiences, 2) create better 

ad-products and 3) convert more users to subscribers 
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We use data to:   

2. Offer more relevant and 

efficient ads 

Users generate data when 

they use our websites 

Technology collects, analyzes and 

makes data actionable 

Demographics: 
• Male 

• 31 years 

• Lives in Trondheim 

• Married 

• 2 dogs 

User interests and 

preferences: 
• Interested in football, 

cars and technology 

• Heavy user of local 

news 

Context: 
• Primarily mobile traffic 

• Lots of traffic during work 

hours 

• In Helsinki at the moment 

• Cloudy weather 



Keep communication simple: Our focus is to improve our knowledge of our 

users, and apply the knowledge to 1) improve user experiences, 2) create better 

ad-products and 3) convert more users to subscribers 
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We use data to:   

3. Increase user conversion 

Users generate data when 

they use our websites 

Technology collects, analyzes and 

makes data actionable 

Demographics: 
• Male 

• 31 years 

• Lives in Trondheim 

• Married 

• 2 dogs 

User interests and 

preferences: 
• Interested in football, 

cars and technology 

• Heavy user of local 

news 

Context: 
• Primarily mobile traffic 

• Lots of traffic during work 

hours 

• In Helsinki at the moment 

• Cloudy weather 



IT WORKS! 
 

What we experienced: 
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Content recommendations increase site traffic and makes the right content 

available to the consumer 

 CTR of 10-15% on some modules  

 Significantly increased CTR when 

combining personalized 

recommendations with trend-information 

 ~220.000 clicked recommendations per 

month on Adressa.no 

Good results from Adresseavisen: 

Makes “old” content available in new ways: 

 Summer 2013: An timeless piece from 

2009 appeared as a recommended 

match to another story 

 The article went “viral” 

 Result: 29 587 page views in one day 
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Strong increase in click-through-rates and increased customer satisfaction from 

targeted ads 

+30% CTR on old in-house ad +115% CTR on watersports-ad 

Before targeting After targeting

+30% 

Click-rate (CTR): 

Average CTR
position

Average CTR
client

CTR targeting

+115% 

Click-rate (CTR): 

+220% CTR on advertisement for 

health and beauty 

Click-rate (CTR): 

Average CTR
position

Average CTR
client

CTR targeting

+220% 



 Better understand our inventory and users 

 Develop more efficient ad products and increase digital 

ad revenue 

 Optimize inventory utilization 

 Build insights and understanding about digital 

consumption and conversion 

 Increase user conversion and revenue from paid content 

 Reduce churn 

To further strengthen our efforts we are hiring dedicated big data-resources to 

help the media houses deliver on our ambitions 
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Subscriptions 

Advertising 

 Improve insights and knowledge in the media houses 

 Personalize content and improve the user experience 

 Increase traffic and user engagement 

Editorial 

Focus areas for new resources: 



To summarize… 

 Build a foundation before attempting a “big data big bang” 

– Establish awareness of your data and data policies 

– Build insights and knowledge in all parts of the organization 

 

 Don’t make big data a technology-issue 

– Focus on what you want to achieve – focus on business development 

– Choose the most suitable available technology - don’t build everything yourself 

 

 It works! 

– Test and experiment 

– Build on good experiences and expand your success-stories 
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QUESTIONS AND 

COMMENTS? 

Please contact me if you want to exchange big data-experiences in the future 

Håvard Kvalheim,  

havard.kvalheim@polarismedia.no 

+47 957 21 264 
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